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Is it all in the stars?

When she is asked about memorable incidents
that happened during the pursuit of a story, she
says one that immediately came to mind was when
she was sent to Swaziland to cover a southern African leaders summit on the crisis in Madagascar.
“When I got to the venue of the meeting, one of
the Swazi king’s palaces, I was refused entry because I was wearing trousers and women were
only allowed to wear dresses or skirts. There was
no way I was going to miss the story, so I pulled
out a shawl from my bag, wrapped it around my
waist, rolled up my trousers and marched in, giving the guards a defiant stare as I passed. I must
have looked pretty funny, though, wearing a
striped black and white shirt with a turquoise blue
shawl around my legs,” she says, laughing.
“Journalism entails a lot of patience and waiting. You learn to make the most of power naps in
strange places, get used to hanging around in hotel lobbies and riding in planes and Blackhawk
helicopters. I’ve even jumped into a swimming
pool to speak to a contact!”
Although Serena admits the emergence of social networking sites like Twitter and Facebook in
terms of sharing news has been phenomenal in
recent years, she still believes traditional sources
of news like radio, TV and newspapers are vital to
maintaining standards. “But it is important to
embrace social networking sites too as part of the
modern era. I use Twitter to monitor the buzz out
there on Iraq and beyond, and it’s also proved useful for making contacts.”
The globe-trotting reporter finishes off by revealing her plans for the future. “The next place I
would like to work in after Iraq is Pakistan – I enjoyed reporting from there earlier this year. I
wouldn’t mind coming back to London, too. And
of course, I would also like to get married and
have at least three children!”

MOST Asians believe in astrology to some
extent, whether it is kundlis (horoscopes),
tarot cards or star signs.
For instance, I believe that I am a definite
Arian. I even have the symbol as a tattoo because I think I am a true reflection of the
qualities possessed by someone from the Aries sign. Arians are meant to be loyal, hotheaded, passionate, moody, impatient and
impulsive, and those of you who know me
will agree that somewhat generic definition
of the sun sign is me down to a T.
But some people are cynical about it, and
why shouldn’t they be? For all we know, one
day, someone may have just decided, ‘I’m
going to write down some generic definitions, give each month a sign and from that
people can form their own opinions’.
I, for one, am a believer. I know that there
are certain people I get along with better
than others. For example, both of my best
friends happen to be Geminis.
I recently called a tarot card reader for the
first time, just because I needed some perspective about a few situations in my life.
While some things she said, like ‘someone in
your life beginning with the letter S plays a
big part’ (that would be my brother), were
somewhat specific, others like that I would
not stay in my day job for the rest of my life
(the aim for many) and I would marry an
Aquarius, Gemini or Libra, give a very general view including all mankind, doesn’t it?
So should we start our day by reading our
horoscopes or let destiny take its own course?
My thinking is there will always be cynics
who won’t believe in horoscopes; and at the
other end of the spectrum, there will be
those people who will do everything by the
religious scriptures or will consult a respected religious teacher or tarot card reader before embarking upon work of any kind.
My advice to everyone is there is no right
or wrong way to do everything. If consulting
the cards makes you happy, then why not
give yourself peace of mind? If you’re cynical, then fair enough. But I do urge you to
embrace the other side. For the cynics, why
not try a tarot card reader, but don’t go in
thinking everything he or she says is going to
be rubbish. To those people who read their
horoscopes when they need perspective, go
with your heart and make your own decisions. Yes, we do sometimes need a sign, but
that help can come from within. You can
help yourself by thinking a little outside the
box and making decisions from the heart.
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